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ABSTRACT

Nanophase materials are promising alternative implant materials in tissue engineering. Here we report for the first time the large-scale direct
growth of nanostructured bioactive titanates on three-dimensional (3D) microporous Ti-based metal (NiTi and Ti) scaffolds via a facile low
temperature hydrothermal treatment. The nanostructured titanates show characteristics of 1D nanobelts/nanowires on a nanoskeleton layer.
Besides resembling cancelous bone structure on the micro/macroscale, the 1D nanostructured titanate on the exposed surface is similar to
the lowest level of hierarchical organization of collagen and hydroxyapatite. The resulting surface displays superhydrophilicity and favors
deposition of hydroxyapatite and accelerates cell attachment and proliferation. The remarkable simplicity of this process makes it widely
accessible as an enabling technique for applications from engineering materials treatment including energy-absorption materials and pollution-
treatment materials to biotechnology.

Tissue failure, particularly that resulting from traumatic or
nontraumatic destruction, induces a major health problem
that directly affects the quality and length of a patient’s life.
Today, the need for orthopedic implants is increasing, and
more than 500000 bone grafting operations are performed
annually in the United States.1,2 However, traditional tissue
repair techniques including tissue grafting and synthetic
materials repair exhibit some limitations.3 For example,
although autografting has good clinical applications, its
supply is limited, and allografting and xenografting easily
induce pathogen transfer or rejection reactions.4 Moreover,
synthetic matrices often integrate poorly with host tissues
and result in infection or other adverse body response.5-7 In
view of these restrictions, a number of biocompatible three-

dimensional (3D) porous scaffolds have been developed to
overcome the traditional limitations and applied to the repair
of different tissues.8-10 Since the surface characteristics of
biomaterials such as chemical composition, topography, and
roughness are increasingly recognized as crucial factors with
regard to tissue acceptance and cell behaviors,11-13 ideal
tissue scaffolds should have hierarchical porous structures.
It implies that the scaffolds should have not only macroporous
3D structures on the micro/millimeter scale to facilitate
transport of nutrients and tissue ingrowth but also surface
features on the nanometer scale. Some recent reports reveal
that nanoscale topography of biomaterials significantly
influences the adhesion and proliferation of many types of
cells such as epithelial cells,14 osteoblasts,15 human mesen-
chymal stem cells (MSCs),16 phagocyte,17 as well as protein
and genomic response.18,19 Although there have been scat-
tered reports on the fabrication of both 3D scaffolds on milli/
micrometer scales5,7,20,21 and preparation of nanostructures
by layer-by-layer processing,22 pH-induced self-assembly,23

electrochemical etching,24 electron beam lithography (EBL),16
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and interference lithography (IL),25 few studies report the
natural growth of bioactive nanophase materials directly on
the surface of 3D microporous scaffolds with complex
topographies. Herein, we for the first time report the natural
growth of bioactive nanotitanate directly on a 3D mi-
croporous orthopedic NiTi/Ti scaffold using a facile low-
temperature hydrothermal transcription to obtain a hierar-
chical scaffold similar to the organization structure of human
bones.

Ti-based biometals such as Ti, Ti6Al4V, and NiTi are used
widely in biomedical fields. As one of the Ti-based metals,
the porous NiTi scaffold bodes well for quick repair or
substitution of bone or hard tissues due to its unique
superelasticity (SE) similar to human bones, good mechanical
properties, shape memory effect (SME), controllable 3D
porous structures, and excellent cytocompatibility.26-28 We
have produced 3D microporous NiTi and Ti scaffolds using
a powder metallurgy (PM) (Supporting Information, Figure
S1). Our recent in vivo implant tests in rabbit’s tibia for 105
days disclose that bone tissues can grow smoothly into these
internal pores and make good contact with the exposed
surface of this scaffold (Supporting Information, Figure S2).
It is obvious that the reported nanopatterning and assembly
techniques are not suitable for the large scale nanopatterning
of this scaffold with complex surface topography.16,22-25 In
this work, we achieved a nanostructured surface on the 3D
microporous NiTi/Ti scaffold in a concentrated NaOH
aqueous solution.

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the fabrication process
of this hierarchical 3D porous scaffold. 3D porous Ti-based
scaffolds (NiTi/Ti in this work) are immersed in a 10 M
NaOH aqueous solution inside a Teflon-lined autoclave.
During the heating process, a layer of titanate nanoskeleton
forms on the exposed surface in the early stage via the
reaction between native titanium oxides and NaOH. As time
elapses, some titanate nanobelts and nanowires nucleate and
grow on the skeleton, and finally, a hierarchical Ti-based
metal scaffold is formed. The big advantage of this hydro-

thermal method is that the alkaline solution can reach the
entire exposed surface despite the complex topographies of
3D porous scaffolds due to the non-line-of-sight nature. In
contrast, most of the techniques reported heretofore can only
be used to fabricate nano/microporous structures on planar
materials with simple topographies for tissue engineer-
ing.12,16,17,24 Furthermore, the hierarchical scaffold here has
no distinct interface between substrate and nanostructured
layer. It is different from hybrid composites filled with a
layer of organic nanomatrix by self-assembly,29 because
natural growth directly from the substrate strengthens bond-
ing between the scaffold and nanowires/nanobelts, favoring
the formation of a smooth junction between the bone tissue
and scaffold and benefiting the long-term fixation of this 3D
scaffold. It can possibly extend the lifetime of biomedical
implants because materials used today such as titanium,
CoCrMo alloy, and so on in bone implants have an average
lifetime of only 10-15 years and will not suffice for the
aging but active baby-boomer generation.30 Another out-
standing predominance of this hierarchical scaffold is that
the inorganic nanostructure layer can significantly improve
the surface hydrophilicity whereas the biodegradable polymer
scaffolds reported so far including poly(L-lactic acid)
(PLLA),15,31 poly(DL-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA),31 poly-
styrene (PS),32 and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET),33 have
to undergo surface modification before in vitro or in vivo
tests due to their hydrophobic nature.

Figure 2a shows the surface nanostructure of the internal
exposed pore of our scaffold after the hydrothermal reaction
in sodium hydroxide at 60 °C. A myriad of 1D nanobelts
and nanowires form on the wall (Figure 2b) and the bottom
(Figure 2c) of the exposed pore. Generally, these 1D
nanobelts/nanowires grow directly from the nanoskeleton
layer on the surface of the NiTi scaffold perpendicularly
(Figure 2d). With respect to the phase compositions and
morphologies of the product by the hydrothermal reaction
between NaOH aqueous solution and TiO2 powders or Ti
plates, studies in the last decades have shown different
results.34-41 Kasuga et al. proposed that the final hydrother-
mal product was needle-shaped titania nanotubes after
washing with an HCl aqueous solution and distilled water.42

However, follow-up research confirmed that these products
were not titania but rather titanates. Chen et al. synthesized
H2Ti3O7-type nanotubes,34 and their work indicated that
acidic treatments were not essential. They believed that
unstable Na2Ti3O7-like nanocrystals formed in the early stage
as intermediate phases, and single trititanate layers peeled
off from these nanocrystals and curved naturally to form
nanotubes. Sun et al. found that pure titanate nanobelts or
nanoribbons with a formulation Na2Ti4O9 formed from this
hydrothermal reaction.43 More recent works reported the
preparation of titanate nanowires,39,41,44 nanofibers,35 nano-
tubes,36,38,40,45 and nanofilms,41 with different formulations
of H2Ti3O7·xH2O,35 HxTi2-x/4BOXx/4O4 (x ∼ 0.7),37 Na2Ti6O13/
H2Ti3O7/ Na2Ti3O7,41,44 A2Ti2O5·H2O (A ) Na and/or H),38,45

as well as the general formulation of NayH2-yTinO2n+1·xH2O.39

The common chemistry behind these studies is the ion
exchange between Na+ and H+ during water or acidic rinsing,

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the fabrication process of a
hierarchical 3D porous Ti-based metal scaffold in 10 M NaOH
aqueous solution at a low temperature.
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resulting in the formation of hydrogen titanate. With regard
to the effects of hydrothermal process parameters such as
temperature,41 duration time,40 NaOH concentration,41 nature
of the acid,46 and pH value of the acidic wash38 on the
morphology and compositions of produced titanate, there is
still controversy. For instance, Riss et al. recently found that
Na2Ti3O7 nanowires could transform into H2Ti3O7 nanotubes
only after washing with diluted HCl,44 while Peng and Chen
confirmed that the morphology of nanotitanates was pre-
served after ion exchange using acidic washing.41 Armstrong
et al.’s experiments indicated that titanate nanotubes formed
only at or below 150 °C with a 10 M NaOH and that
temperatures over 150 °C induced titanate nanowires.39 Our
results show that both 60 and 180 °C hydrothermal treatments
can produce nanobelts and nanowires in a 10 M NaOH
solution and the difference is the duration time. The reaction
at 60 °C can produce a continuous nanoskeleton for 96 h
(Figure 2e), and a longer time (240 h in our work) is
necessary to produce the nanowires or nanobelts while 12
and 72 h are sufficient for the occurrence of the nanoskeleton
and nanowires at 180 °C, respectively. A possible explanation
is that the high temperature provides more energy for

nucleation and growth so that nanotitanates grow faster. It
can be confirmed by the thin film X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns. Trace b (60 °C) in Figure 2f shows the signal from
the NiTi(110) substrate after hydrothermal treatment for
240 h, but no signal can be observed from the NiTi in trace
c (180 °C for 72 h). The peak positions in traces b and c in
Figure 2f can be indexed to H2Ti2O5·H2O with an orthor-
hombic lattice (Joint Committee of Powder Diffraction
Standards (JCPDS) card no. 47-124). Since there are no
specific ion exchange processes such as long-term deionized
water washing or acidic washing in this work, H+ cannot
replace Na+ massively during the hydrothermal treatment.
As shown in the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
spectra (insert image of Figure 3), O, Na, and Ti are detected
in the scratched 1D nanobelt from the 60 °C treated scaffold
(Figure 3). C and Cu arise from the background. Hence, we
suggest that the produced nanophase is mainly composed of
Na2Ti2O5·H2O. The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FT-IR) of the surface of the dried specimen shows three
absorption bands at 3400, 1630, and 920 cm-1 (Supporting
Information, Figure S3), indicating the existence of OH
bonds in the nanobelts and wires and replacement of some

Figure 2. Morphologies of hydrothermally treated 3D porous NiTi scaffold. (a) Typical surface morphology of exposed internal pore after
treatment at 60 °C for 240 h. (b) Morphology of the wall of the exposed pore in (a). (c) Morphology of the bottom of the pore in (a). (d)
General growth condition of nanowires/nanobelts on the exposed surface after treatment at 60 °C for 240 h. (e) Hydrothermal reaction at
60 °C for 96 h producing a continuous nanoskeleton. (f) XRD patterns for porous NiTi scaffold: trace a, the untreated; trace b, hydrothermal
treatment at 60 °C for 240 h; trace c, hydrothermal treatment at 180 °C for 72 h.
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Na+ cations by H+.34,36,45 The selected area electron diffrac-
tion (SAED) pattern taken from the big single nanobelt shows
that the hydrothermal products are predominantly composed
of Na2Ti2O5·H2O and traces of other phases (insert image of
Figure 3). This layered titanate with crystallized water in
the interlayer is unstable under high vacuum.37 In our work,
it is almost impossible to get clearer SAED patterns due to
the speedy decomposition or dehydration of the nanobelts
under electron impact (Supporting Information, Figure S4).
In comparison, the 1D nanobelts prepared from TiO2 powders
in the 10 M NaOH solution by the hydrothermal reaction
under the same conditions are stable under high-energy
electron beam impact and different SAED patterns have been
acquired (Supporting Information, Figure S5). It means that
the growth mechanism and structures of the nanotitanates
from the porous NiTi scaffold is unlike those from TiO2

powders in a NaOH solution by the hydrothermal treatment.
The latter can fully nucleate and grow randomly on the sites
of TiO2 particles suspended in NaOH solution and have no
restrictions, whereas the former can only nucleate on the

skeleton with supplies of TiO2 from the native oxidation and
initial oxidation during the PM process. Hence, formation
of some nanotitanates is coinstantaneous with the generation
of some new titanium oxides during the hydrothermal
process. As for the hydrothermal reaction mechanism
between Ti and NaOH, Peng and Chen41 ascribed it to the
direct reaction between Ti and NaOH aqueous solution
whereas Yang et al.45 attributed it to the reaction between
TiO2 and NaOH.

As shown in Figure 4a, we can also obtain a large amount
of nanowires and nanobelts on the surface of 3D porous
titanium scaffold using the same process. An example of
the cross section imaged by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is shown in Figure 4b. Similar to growth on the
porous NiTi scaffold, these 1D nanowires and nanobelts grow
almost perpendicularly to the substrate and range from about
20 to 1300 nm in width. Our results reveal that other 3D
porous Ti-based metals fabricated by PM can be possibly
nanostructured by this hydrothermal reaction.

Figure 3. TEM image of scratched nanowires/nanobelts. Top left corner insert EDX pattern shows that elements Ti, Na, and O are detected
in the 1D nanobelt. The bottom insert image is the SAED pattern acquired from the nanobelt.

Figure 4. Nanowires and nanobelts on the surface of 3D porous Ti scaffold after hydrothermal treatment at 60 °C for 240 h. (a) General
growth condition indicating the large-scale growth of titanates nanowires/belts. (b) Cross-section SEM image of nanobelts and nanowires.
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It is well-known that wettability is one of the most
important properties of biomaterials because cell adhesion
and subsequent activities are generally better on hydrophilic
surfaces.47,48 Figure 5 shows the effects of nanotitanates on
the hydrophilicity of the porous NiTi/Ti scaffold. The average
contact angle is about 106° for water on the untreated porous
NiTi scaffold (Figure 5a) whereas the contact angle on the
nanotitanate layer is close to zero (Figure 5b). The same
phenomenon is observed on the porous Ti scaffold. The mean
contact angle is about 81° for water on the untreated porous
Ti scaffold (Figure 5c) while the contact angle decreases
significantly after nanostructuring by hydrothermal treatment
(Figure 5d), indicating that the nanotitanate layer on the
porous NiTi scaffold can significantly improve the surface
hydrophilicity of the 3D scaffold. The improvement can be
attributed to the chemical structure of Na2Ti2O5·H2O. The
hydroxyl and crystallized water in these nanotitanates can
easily absorb the water in the environment. In addition,
possible Na+ cation exchange and a large amount of hydroxyl
favor deposition of (Ca, P)-containing apatite on the surface
of the nanotitanates layer in simulated body fluids (SBF).
Another possible factor is that the nanofeatures of titanates
such as skeleton, wires, and belts facilitate biomineralization
because these nanostructures better resemble the natural
characteristics of collagen and hydroxyapatite (HAP), the
main constituents of bone. The former consists of arranged
arrays of tropocollagen molecules 300 nm long and 1.5 nm
wide whereas the plate- or needle-like later is about 40-60
nm long, 20 nm wide, and 1.5-5 nm thick.2,49 Hartgerink
and Woo’s results confirm that these nanofibrous materials
promote deposition of HAP and proliferation of osteo-
blasts,15,23 while earlier research believed that it was bioactive
titania or Na+ cation release from sodium titanate that
induced the formation of apatite on Ti-based biomaterials
after NaOH treatment.50,51 Recent research confirmed that a
hierarchical nanostructure similar to human bone could
influence the conformation of typical adhesive proteins (that

is, fibronectin and vitronectin) present in the media that have
been shown to influence osteoblasts behavior.52 Our pre-
liminary cell culture results also indicate that in comparison
with the untreated microporous NiTi sample, the nanostruc-
tured titanate surface accelerates cell attachment and prolif-
eration (see Supporting Information, Figure S6).

This study has fully considered the natural hierarchical
organization of bone structure and the long-term fixation as well
as the hydrophilicity of metal implants for tissue engineering.
We have demonstrated the fabrication of a hierarchical 3D
microporous NiTi/Ti scaffold via a facile low temperature
hydrothermal route. 1D nanotitanates grow naturally on the
exposed wall of biocompatible 3D microporous NiTi/Ti scaffold
in the form of nanowires and nanobelts on nanoskeletons
resembling the lowest hierarchical organization level of human
bone. Furthermore, nanotitanates produced in our work have
obvious properties that others have never reported, for example,
speedy decomposition under high-energy electron impact and
superhydrophilicity. The most important point is that the
traditional NaOH synthesis route toward titanates is based on
TiO2 powders or Ti plates, but in this work, the raw materials
are 3D Ti-based biometals with complex shape. We believe
that the remarkable simplicity of this chemical nanostructuring
process makes it widely accessible as an enabling technique
for applications from engineering materials treatment including
energy-absorption materials and pollution-treatment materials
to biotechnology.
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